Teditalia Films - $75,000 for Movie x TV Rights worldwide plus $500 per film appearance plus $1500 per personal appearance. Contract signed Feb. 11, 1965

Life Magazine - $5,000 North American rights for Lee H. photo with rifle and pistol.

 Stern Magazine - $2,500 - Story (Serial) rights for Germany and Italy only with 70% - 30% reciprocal for Serial rights in Europe. 70% to Marina.

 Stern Magazine - $2,500 - Picture rights on seven photos with same arrangement as above.

 Meredith Press - $25,000 advance on World book rights.

 London Daily Mirror - $2,000 for one 50-50% reciprocal for British Commonwealth rights on rifle photo. Detroit Free Press photo v has sold it to foreign news media thereby leaving themselves liable.

 This Week Magazine - $1,000 - 500 word article.

Total $32,350